
FHIR Subgroup Meeting Notes 10/15/18 - 1/14/19 
 

presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz 
October 15 - Recap/Prep for NIB/a few trackers 
October 22 - NIB submission/trackers 
October 29 - Recent trackers, Connectathon prep 
November 5 - gForge, final Connectathon track proposal prep 
November 12 - Veterans’ Day - cancelled 
November 19 - Thanksgiving - cancelled 
November 26 - QA spreadsheet, a few non-ballot comments 
December 3 - x 
December 10 - gForge 
December 17 - gForge 
December 24 - x (holiday) 
December 31 - x (holiday) 
January 7 - gForge + WGM prep 
January 14 - x (WGM) 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting January 7th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 

1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
3. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
4. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut/ Heilbronn University - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
5. Ning Xie - BCH- ningxie2018@gmail.com 
6. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare- bheale @gmail.com 
7. Joseph Kane - Epic - jkane@epic.com 
8. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
9. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
10. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
11. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
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12. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
13. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
14. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
15.  

 
Agenda: 

1. Go over remaining non-ballot trackers in fit for teleconference group. 
2. A few other non-ballot trackers we should be able to resolve: 

1. 16387: LOINC reference for HLA, 
2. 19103: obs-comp-gen-finding gene studied code could be approved name, 
3. 16236: Add background info on sequence, 

3. Any additional end of ballot cycle/WGM prep comments. 
 
 
Citations 
Tracker 16384 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Citations needed, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/background.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with mod - the recently added external links (16509) cover this request 

Details Professional works/references need to be cited in this section 1.7.3 

Discussion 

Kevin: is this a common thing in other IGs? Don’t want to add extra work in if we don’t need it 
Andrea: not necessarily scholarly papers but at least point to the relevant regulatory areas. In 
Particular for US-realm requirements, we’ve seen. 
Bob M: there are external requirement but the exercise to make it compatible with those is left 
for the user, resources conforming to the guide do not necessarily conform to any 
requirements but pointing to them is useful. 
Patrick: these trackers are very broad and don’t have any specific requests for which 
papers/sources to  
Bob M: in the HLA part there are now links to more info in GLstring and MHL, etc. in-line 
citations  
Lloyd: what is the goal here, is it to clarify terms or other areas we aren’t completely defining, 
or… 
Gil: yes, rather than copying all the text for some of these topics getting extra references for 
these topics is very useful. 
Lloyd: external references are very common in IGs but not full citations and I don’t know that 
we necessarily need to do more than that. I don’t see an IG as being a scientific 
document/paper that would have these. Target is software developers and they won’t care if its 
just a link or a scholarly citation, etc. 
Gil: a list of links/references to add would help us resolve this. 
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Tracker 16385 N/A David Poloway 

Summary text and citations needed, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/transplants.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with mod - the recently added external links (16509 ) cover this request. 

Details Professional works/references and text need to be added for sections: 
1.7.4, 1.7.5, 1.7.6, 1.7.7 

Disposition 
The HLA page has undergone significant change and now contains external links that should 
cover all the requested topics. They are not citations, as specifically requested, but that may 
not be in scope. 

    

Tracker 16386 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add references, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/transplants.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with mod - the recently added external links (16509) cover this request. 

Details Add reference resources for HLA, at the end of this page 1.7.2 

Disposition 
The HLA page has undergone significant change and now contains external links that should 
cover all the requested topics. They are not citations, as specifically requested, but that may 
not be in scope. 

 
Misc 
 
Tracker 16420 N/A David Poloway 

Summary use neutral magic text field, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes Mark as duplicate of 16408 

Details Consider using neutral magic text field so that there isn't preference for particular terminology when 
constraining profiles (e.g. like names of extensions) 

Follow-ups 
-Mon, 07 May 2018 - by Lloyd McKenzie-Can you explain better what's meant here?  Are you arguing for 
using codes other than LOINC?  Is there a reason they are inappropriate for use as the "magic" 
terminology?  They're free and internationally available... 

Discussion Andrea: at the recent LOINC meeting, we were talking about different HLA codes and would 
add in a medium resolution and more clarity on other resolutions. 

 
Tracker 16387 N/A David Poloway 

Summary LOINC reference for HLA, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/transplants.html 
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Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with mod - add guidance on sending multiple LOINC codes (will be included in 
resolution of 16408) 

Details Do we need to add Loinc reference for HLA in FHIR STU4? Perhaps consider adding LOINC coding 
system here. 

Follow-ups 

Had several discussions on this without conclusion.  
Next steps: 
Should try splitting off the parts that we are clear on vs those we aren’t: 
1: Do we want to add guidance for which LOINC codes to use on 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/histocompatibility.html (in addition to our required 
Genotype/Haplotype codes) per the example given? 
2: (done) Do we want to add text on sending multiple codes for the same concept? Seems like a 
non-obvious solution and we should highlight the potential need for it here or elsewhere. (part of 16408 
resolution) 
3: (separate question) Do we want to request new LOINC codes or make our own HL7 codes? This should 
be its own tracker if anyone feels it is needed. 
 

Discussion 

Andrea: at the recent LOINC meeting, we were talking about different HLA codes and would 
add in a medium resolution and more clarity on other resolutions. 
Bob M: there are lots of LOINC codes for HLA and I don’t think we should list them all or add 
specific preferences for them. Some examples are given on that page. Our org will be 
requesting a method-independent LOINC code and enter the method in a different manner. 
Can’t recommend particular codes but already show where they can be added. 
Andrea: method-specific is clinically preferred for lab results (important to not lose information) 
where can be clinically significant for patient care and further downstream. I would urge we add 
as much information as possible, in method and in the code itself. 
Bob D: perhaps we should add some guidance to fill in the methodology in FHIR even when the 
LOINC codes themselves include the methodology. 
Bob M: this isn’t HLA specific, this information could and should be added into the general page 
where we give guidance on LOINC. (per 16408 resolution). 
 
 

 
Tracker 16406 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add plans for future mappings to R4, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with mod- update http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/conversion.html 
 

Details For fields not mapped from r3 to r4, add in text on those fields and plan for future (so people can plan 
accordingly) 

Follow-ups -Mon, 07 May 2018 - by Lloyd McKenzie-Can you expand on (and perhaps provide an example of) what 
you're looking for here?-Wed, 28 Nov 2018 - by Kevin Power-Sent follow-up request to Gil and Jamie. 

Discussion 
Bob M: for allele name I’ve been using haplotype name to be consistent with VMC 
Kevin: A question arises for how useful these changes will be versus the work it requires. 
Bob M: sync 4 genes was targeted at R3 so they are likely using those extensions. We’ve been 
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using the components as we can to be compliant with the IG but there may be some. 
Kevin: I think we need to take it as a more general request to show how to map from R4 even 
to our IG. 
Bob M: if you’re using stu3 which is a published standard out there, this is how you’d go up to 
our IG. 
Kevin: R4 is also now published and has essentially the same artifacts. Another consideration. 
Will need some more specific changes to add here. 
Bob M: do want to think about the longterm use of this page, may have to add in an R5 section 
here later, etc. But yes, getting it reworked for R4. 
Will have to revisit after the connectathon and likely mark as Fit for Teleconference. 
 

 
Tracker 19103 N/A Patrick Werner 

Summary obs-comp-gen-finding gene studied code could be approved name, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-comp-gen-finding.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Seems Persuasive (substantial) - Option 1: Discussed in Baltimore, use gene symbol as code. 
Clem pointed out that an issue would likely only arise if genes are added to HGNC with “pending” 
symbols. Unclear if this will be an issue in the future, if so it is likely a very small one. 
 
Option 2: Continue using gene ID as code. 

Details 

current wording of the gene-studied component is:The required coding will use the HGNC gene symbol 
as the display text and HGNC gene ID as the code. 
As the HGNC approved gene symbols are unique and commonly used (never seen HGNC ids in the wild) 
there is no benefit in submitting the gene ID. Submitting the approved code in code and display would 
simplify the IG and save work/lookups for implementers. 
  

Follow-ups 

Pending Discussion 
 
KP: https://www.genenames.org/data/gene-symbol-report/#!/hgnc_id/HGNC:4931 
Bob M: I kind of like the way we have it now, e.g, sending HGNC:4931 as code and HLA-A as 
display name 
Kevin: question is will there by systems that don’t have the IDs 
Patrick: in Germany we just have the symbols/names on them we never see the ids in the wild 
should send symbol as code, “major histocompatibility complex, class I, A” (approved name) as 
display name. 
Bob M: can symbol name change with versioning as time goes on? Which is invariant? 
Patrick: from what I’ve seen they are both fine, we asked HGNC but haven’t 
 
Looked at https://www.genenames.org/data/gene-symbol-report/#!/hgnc_id/HGNC:1101 names 
and symbols have changed, ID is static. 
Bret Heale 
if one includes the genetic coordinates of  a reference or a reference sequence (e.g. a NM#####)  
Then you may be able to disambiguate the gene. 
Bob M: takeaway to use code where possible, and if you don’t have it we can use the name but 
have to recommend a unified way for that. 
Patrick: code is for the computer, display is for the human 
Lloyd: don’t *have* to send display (unlike code, technically you can but it’s not really 
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appropriate. Better to send original text in coding.text) but it’s certainly nice to send as a backup 
Andrea: again from a lab data perspective, display name for the result is needed. 
 
Patrick: HGNC suggests using HGNC:#### as it won’t change. 

 
Tracker 16236 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add background info on sequence, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with Mod:  Recommend this text be included in the 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html page: 
The profiles here are for reporting observed variants and related details, but do not include a way 
to deliver a full sequence. Where needed, a MolecularSequence resource can be referenced 
under Observation.derivedFrom, which can carry quality information and alignment sequencing 
results for dna, rna, and amino acid sequences. MolecularSequence can manage large genomic 
payloads by carrying pointers to external repositories or additional MolecularSequence resource 
blocks to build a sequence graph. 

Details 

Add text from Section 10.8 of Implementation Guidancedocument to either a new Overview section or 
existing 1.3 Sequenced Variants section. Suggest specifically this section:  
STU3 moves beyond FHIR DSTU2 Standard Genetics profile on Observation allowing increased 
granularity and less ambiguity by creating a new resource to be called Sequence. This resource will be 
used to hold clinically relevant sequence data in a manner that is both efficient and versatile integrating 
new and as yet undefined types of genomic and other -omics data that will soon be commonly entered 
into health records for clinical use. Sequence will be leveraged by other FHIR resources, including 
Observation. This is consistent with how all FHIR resources are designed and used. 
The September 2014 Informative Ballot (“HL7 Clinical Genomics, Domain Analysis Model: Clinical 
Sequencing Release 1”) provided guiding use cases, which initially informed development of the initial 
Standard Genetics profile that is found in FHIR DSTU2. The same use cases also led to a second 
Project to develop a Sequence resource (“Develop FHIR sequence resource for Clinical Genomics”). A 
preliminary effort to address these issues has been explored and published in context of the 
Substitutable Medical Applications and Reusable Technologies  (SMART) Platforms Project and 
described in an article (“SMART on FHIR Genomics: Facilitating standardized clinico-genomic apps ”). 
Sequence is designed to hold genetic sequences in blocks relevant to actionable clinical 
decision-making. Extensions to Sequence address complex cases and can associate it with repositories 
for retrieving a patient’s full sequence data, such as those defined by GA4GH. Other changes include a 
suite of genetics profiles for other FHIR resources. In addition, the Observation-genetics profile adds 
new references so that an Observation can report genetics test results to be integrated into the EHR. 
There are also new genetics-extension profiles for DiagnosticReport, ProcedureRequest and 
FamilyMemberHistory, respectively, to extend them to report genetics results. We have given all of these 
FHIR genetics profiles the suffix “-genetics” (e.g. “DiagnosticReport-genetics profile”). New profiles on 
top of DiagnosticReport have been created for reporting HLA genotyping results. 

Follow-ups -Wed, 21 Nov 2018 - by Kevin Power-Changed real submitter to Gil, since David is no longer on his 
team.-Wed, 21 Nov 2018 - by Kevin Power-Change real submitter back to David at Gil's request. 

Discussion 

General consensus that the proposed text is not quite right.  Jamie will draft new text and 
share with the WG.  Vote at next meeting or perhaps at WGM. 
The profiles here are for reporting observed variants and related details, but do not 
include a way to deliver a full sequence. Where needed, a MolecularSequence 
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resource can be referenced under Observation.derivedFrom, which can carry quality 
information and alignment sequencing results for dna, rna, and amino acid 
sequences. MolecularSequence can manage large genomic payloads by carrying 
pointers to external repositories or additional MolecularSequence resource blocks to 
build a sequence graph. 
 

 
 
Tracker 13834 N/A ling teng 

Summary Add seqeunce.readdepth, 

Links http://genomics-advisor.smartplatforms.org:4000/sequence-definitions.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Change current definition of Sequence.readCoverage? 
Average number of reads representing a given nucleotide in the reconstructed sequence 
Average depth of coverage of the sequence 
“Delayed” - additional research is required 
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrg3642 

Details Read depth information.  0..1, integer. 
Mapping from V2 field "Allelic read depth"  

Follow-ups 

-Fri, 15 Sep 2017 - by Kevin Power-I think there is enough confusion between read depth and read 
coverage that we need to expand our defintions so we are more clear.  I found this discussion 
interesting:-https://www.biostars.org/p/6571/-It comments: "In this article,  depth is used to refer to the 
whole genome, while coverage seems to be used for particular loci. Like in (made up examples) "the 
genome was sequenced with depth of 10X" vs "coverage of the xyZ gene was low"."-Thu, 26 Oct 2017 - 
by Kevin Power-* This was discussed a while back (should look for notes).  Seems we used external 
sources for the definition.  As of now, we use 'depth' in our definition of readCoverage.-Mon, 08 Oct 
2018 - by Kevin Power-Need some clarity on this issue before we land on a proposed resolution. 

Discussion  

 
 
Chat History 
Kevin Host 11:23 AM http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/toc.html 
Bob 11:27 AM #16509 Tranplantation/HLA needs more complete narative 
Bret Heale 11:37 AM jaime has it +1 
Bret Heale 11:37 AM multiple ones to send. required one identifies the general purpose 
of the message more readily. 
Bret Heale 11:37 AM more syntactic than semantic 
Bret Heale 11:58 AM if one includes the genetic coordinates of a reference or a 
reference sequence (e.g. a NM#####) 
Bret Heale 11:58 AM then you might be able to disambugate the gene 
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FHIR Subgroup Meeting December 17, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 

16. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
17. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut/ Heilbronn University - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
18. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
19. Dorina Bratfalean - CDISC- dbratfalean.exteral@cdisc.org  
20. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com  
21. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
22. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
23. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
24.  Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
25.  Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
26. Ling teng -BCH -tenglingling@gmail.com  
27.  Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com (portion of call) 
28.  Bret Heale - bheale@gmail.com - Intermountain Healthcare 
29. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  

 
Agenda: 

1. ontologies and codings: recommendation on 16408, others  
2. Citations -didn’t get to 
3. Others -some are quick 

 
 
 
Harder Trackers about Ontologies and Code Systems 
Tracker 16408 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Anchor profile to more standard/common genetics ontology, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes 

Option 1: Continue to require LOINC codes (while still supporting additional codes being sent in 
different systems/ontologies) 
 
Option 2: Change required LOINC bindings in Observation.code and component.code to an 
Internal (HL7) Code system based off of SO/SNOMED for faster development and easier links with 
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standardized ontologies 
 
Option 3: Use Option 2 for development purposes but also request corresponding LOINC codes 
when near publication for integration with other clinical data 

Details 
Anchor the profile constraining field (currently a LOINC code) to more standardized/commonly-used 
ontologies in genetics, internationally used instead of LOINC that community is in consensus with (e.g. 
SO, SNOMED, etc). 

Follow-ups 

Pending Discussion 
Andrea: requesting LOINC codes as soon as we recognize the need for them will help get them 
faster, often they aren’t requested until well after the tracker is voted on -- still has a ~6 month 
turnaround. 
Bob M: like reusing the LOINC codes in LRI as much as possible. If we create our own code 
systems it will be more difficult to pull it out. If there are places where we need LOINC codes 
where one doesn’t exist we can put something in. 
Patrick: coding out components with LOINC is fine for us, if there is one missing we put in a made 
up pattern and then replace it with LOINC when it is ready. 
Bob M: would add that SNOMED should not be considered as requires licenses by country and is 
unavailable in places, eg. Germany. 
Andrea: Right. Current HLA results in the LIS and EHR should align with needs of CG. Labs and 
Health systems are currently using as shown with recent examples. 
Bret: LA codes. that is LOINC answers are primarily used in LOINC to aid in the definition of the 
concept that the LOINC code represents 
Patrick: must pinpoint where any actual problem right now lies, regarding any required Answer 
Lists.  
Gil: a separate issue outlined here is the actual linkage to an Ontology, which has a defined 
granularity structure of relationships that can be leveraged for certain operations. Is there a way to 
get these layers represented in LOINC itself? 
Andrea: may need to look into the licensing. 
Bob M: this is referring to observation.code, where we would be searching and slicing. These 
codes, along with the component.codes “builds the question” 
 
Gil: We could be adding guidance for where these concepts currently represented with LOINC 
match up with concepts from one of these Ontologies. This could be done in addition to sending 
LOINC codes. If we are only using LOINC than this structure will be unavailable. 
Bob M: I’m not sure how to use SO inside an observation, or rather like having it as an option and 
not something we are trying to force. More concerned that the IG is adoptable rather than 
prioritizing some idealistic things like this 
 
Andrea: https://loinc.org/license/ see 4 and 5, have to leave call. 
Lloyd: 2 options --provide a table with SO equivalence, or require an additional code from SO/etc 
as well. Option 2 doesn’t add much value for most stakeholders so would prefer first, as an 
appendix. Can provide examples of sending both codes 
 
Gil: could consider a more prominent place in the IG than an appendix to show more inclusivity 
with parts of the community that aren’t currently using LOINC 
 
Bob D: what do countries that don’t use LOINC do currently? Would love to see 
Lloyd: we would require them to send a LOINC code in addition to their current standard to 
achieve interoperability. HL7 has determined this to be a reasonable approach at great length. 

https://loinc.org/license/


This does require extra work by some systems but there is huge benefit for everyone involved. 
 
Lloyd: in the main text of the IG we should explain LOINC’s requirement and how to navigate that 
where other codes are common/useful. And indicate these mappings in appendices and examples 
and link to those areas from the main text. 
 
Bret: Mapping is a field that exists within observation can put a SO code there. There are less than 
10 profiles on observation, what is the real need to leverage this in “code”. Is there anywhere that 
is requiring SO/genetic ontologies? You can use mapping field to communicate that this particular 
concept matches up with something else. 
 
Lloyd: it does seem useful to acknowledge up front that we require these and you may need to 
send more than one code. 
 
Gil: in favor of this. If we are up front about the choice and provide a solution, then we should be 
fine. There are different groups who are interested in us supporting different ontologies, so we 
should visibly address the concern 
 
Bret: we should consider using “Mapping” here, rather than suggesting people send multiple 
codes. If we are sending it in code, that is helping describe what the instance in the database is 
about.  
 
Gil: this request is not just talking about the profiles themselves but it is looking at components 
and where the answer lists appear. 
 
=============================== 
Next Steps: 
Recommend option 1: Not persuasive with mod -Continue to require LOINC codes (while still 
supporting additional codes being sent in different systems/ontologies), but also: 
1: add text for how to send multiple codes 
2: add examples of where this is important and adds value 
 
Additionally, we will request interested parties to create ontology-specific tables and guidance for 
matching up our LOINC items. Work group is open to publish this content as appendices and link 
to them from the main text. 
 
Any further discussion/objection: 
Patrick: we can consider mapping as Bret suggests, which works for  concept codes like 
Observation.code or Observation.components but not answer values like Observation.value[x]. 
See http://build.fhir.org/patient.profile.xml.htm 
 
Lloyd: tables/mappings will require a lot of work and will likely need to be undertaken separately 
as needed. Workgroup not committed to do this work unless someone volunteers to do this. 
Bret: +1 Bob M and +1 Lloyd. totally agree. But need to communicate to tracker submitter and 
interested parties. 

Recommen
dation 

Not persuasive with mod -Continue to require LOINC codes (while still supporting additional 
codes being sent in different systems/ontologies), but also: 
 
1: add text for how to send multiple codes 

http://build.fhir.org/patient.profile.xml.htm


2: add textual examples of where this is important and adds value 
 
Additionally, we will request interested parties to create ontology-specific tables and guidance for 
matching up our LOINC items. Work group is open to publish this content as appendices and link 
to them from the main text. 

 
Tracker 16417 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Use sequence ontologies were applicable to constrain profiles, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not persuasive - can already use additional codings in component.code 
 

Details Use SO where applicable to constrain profiles and/or in definitions so can have benefits of that consensus 
ontology on sequences (for sequence resource and observation, etc profiles). 

Follow-ups Voted on Tuesday 

 
Tracker 16419 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Snomed to constrain profiles, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes  

Details Add example of using Snomed to constrain profile and how reasoning could be done with it. 

Follow-ups Voted on Tuesday 

 
Tracker 16418 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add example of using sequence ontology to constrain profiles, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes  

Details Add example of using SO to constrain profile and how reasoning could be done with it. 

Follow-ups Voted on Tuesday 

 
Misc 
Tracker 16236 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add background info on sequence, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16417
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16419
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16418
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16236
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html


Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with Mod:  Recommend this text be included in the 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.htmlpage: 
The profiles found here are for reporting observed variants and related details, but do not 
include a way to deliver the full sequence.  The MolecularSequence resource is designed to 
describe a sequence which contains the alignment sequencing test result and multiple variations 
while avoiding large genomic payloads in a manner analogous to how the ImagingStudy 
resource references large images maintained in other systems. 

Details 

Add text from Section 10.8 of Implementation Guidancedocument to either a new Overview section or 
existing 1.3 Sequenced Variants section. Suggest specifically this section:  
STU3 moves beyond FHIR DSTU2 Standard Genetics profile on Observation allowing increased 
granularity and less ambiguity by creating a new resource to be called Sequence. This resource will be 
used to hold clinically relevant sequence data in a manner that is both efficient and versatile integrating 
new and as yet undefined types of genomic and other -omics data that will soon be commonly entered 
into health records for clinical use. Sequence will be leveraged by other FHIR resources, including 
Observation. This is consistent with how all FHIR resources are designed and used. 
The September 2014 Informative Ballot (“HL7 Clinical Genomics, Domain Analysis Model: Clinical 
Sequencing Release 1”) provided guiding use cases, which initially informed development of the initial 
Standard Genetics profile that is found in FHIR DSTU2. The same use cases also led to a second 
Project to develop a Sequence resource (“Develop FHIR sequence resource for Clinical Genomics”). A 
preliminary effort to address these issues has been explored and published in context of the 
Substitutable Medical Applications and Reusable Technologies  (SMART) Platforms Project and 
described in an article (“SMART on FHIR Genomics: Facilitating standardized clinico-genomic apps ”). 
Sequence is designed to hold genetic sequences in blocks relevant to actionable clinical 
decision-making. Extensions to Sequence address complex cases and can associate it with repositories 
for retrieving a patient’s full sequence data, such as those defined by GA4GH. Other changes include a 
suite of genetics profiles for other FHIR resources. In addition, the Observation-genetics profile adds 
new references so that an Observation can report genetics test results to be integrated into the EHR. 
There are also new genetics-extension profiles for DiagnosticReport, ProcedureRequest and 
FamilyMemberHistory, respectively, to extend them to report genetics results. We have given all of these 
FHIR genetics profiles the suffix “-genetics” (e.g. “DiagnosticReport-genetics profile”). New profiles on 
top of DiagnosticReport have been created for reporting HLA genotyping results. 

Follow-ups -Wed, 21 Nov 2018 - by Kevin Power-Changed real submitter to Gil, since David is no longer on his 
team.-Wed, 21 Nov 2018 - by Kevin Power-Change real submitter back to David at Gil's request. 

Discussion  

 
Tracker 15886 N/A Kevin Power 

Summary Missing the Ancestry profile in the IG, 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive - but need proposal 

Details 

Need to include the Observation-genticsAcesstry profile element into the IG. Lloyd:Is this different from 
the family history profile?Lei:Yes, it is different from FamilyHistory.Lloyd:It's not appropriate to capture 
this as an extension - it should be a separate Observation profile. We'll need to determine where in the 
overall IG it should fit. 

Follow-ups 
extension : http://hl7.org/fhir/2018Sep/extension-observation-geneticsancestry.html 
 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=15886
http://hl7.org/fhir/2018Sep/extension-observation-geneticsancestry.html


Discussion  

 
Tracker 19373 N/A James Jones 

Summary Consider support for sending VCF data in Sequence, 

Resolution 
Notes 

Option 1: clarify how to use fields in repository to point to VCF as FHIR Resources 
Option 2: add a separate element referencing a FHIR Resource for VCF 

Details 

Recent discussions have pushed us to have basic support for sending VCF files. Currently possible via 
Sequence.repository.url (eg, pointing to a separate Binary resource), but a bit awkward semantically 
(sequence calling may not have taken place yet). Other options through Observation and 
DiagnosticReport are similarly awkward with the methods provided. 
I recommend we change the semantics to better show this is a current capability and/or add a separate 
element to directly support this. 
Zulip chat topic: https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/topic/attaching.20genomic.20files 

Follow-ups 

-Wed, 05 Dec 2018 - by Kevin Power-New Zulip 
chat:-https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/subject/Attaching.20VCF.20files 
Recap: Will discuss structure for metadata at WGM with OO, but need to determine where to 
support sending it. Good candidates are  
1) Computable Genetic Finding - nice to have the option to allow the 'findings' to point at 
"the" VCF 
2) GenomicsReport - typically would be a single VCF, so aligns OK here 
3) MolecularSequence - OK, but an option is available via the repository 

Discussion  

 
Chat History 
Andrea 11:13 AM Right. Current HLA results in the LIS and EHR should allign with needs of 
CG. Labs and Health systems are currently using as shown with recent examples. 
Bret Heal 11:14 AM LA codes. that is LOINC answers are primarily used in LOINC to aid in the 
definition of the concept that the LOINC code represents. 
Bret Heale 11:15 AM just reminder 
Andrea 11:15 AM Thanks. There are LAs in some CQM value sets used clinically. 
Bret Heale 11:21 A which profile is this in tracker 16408? sorry 
Andrea 11:26 AM https://loinc.org/license/ see 4 and 5 
Andrea 11:27 AM have to drop. thanks. 
Bret Heale 11:27 AM Mapping is a field that exists within observation can put a SO code there 
Bret Heale 11:33 AM WHY not use mapping field? It is a valid field that exists. Why put the 
ontological mapping into observation.code slice? 
Patrick 11:35 AM mapping is more focused on mapping in between differents data structures 
Patrick11:35 AM eg. FHIR <-> HL7 v2 
Bret Heale 11:35 AM No it is not 
Patric 11:36 AM 
http://build.fhir.org/elementdefinition-definitions.html#ElementDefinition.mapping 
Bret Heale 11:36 AM In FPAR we used it for mapping where needed 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19373
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/topic/attaching.20genomic.20files
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/subject/Attaching.20VCF.20files
http://build.fhir.org/molecularsequence-definitions.html#MolecularSequence.repository


Bret Heale 11:36 AM there is no constraint on how you use it 
Bob Milius Host 11:37 AM need to step away for few min 
Patrick 11:39 AM @Bret 
Patrick 11:39 AM i understood as a way to map between standards, but you could map also to a 
concept.. 
Patrick 11:39 AM http://build.fhir.org/patient.profile.xml.html 
Patrick 11:41 AM they are mapping to loinc concepts. 
Patrick 11:41 AM could give this mapping a thought... 
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5. Some harder ones re: codings 
a. Didn’t address on call 

 
 
Discussion 
 
Straight-Forward Trackers 
 
Tracker 16412 N/A David Poloway 

Summary IG should be US realm, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not persuasive as stated - out of scope for this IG (currently balloted as Universal) but US-specific 
may be created later, re: regulations, etc. if deemed necessary 

Details 
Have it be US realm (got feedback from other countries wanting flex on ontology to be used for 
constraining profiles)- as was done for the "HL7 Version 2 Implementation Guide: Clinical Genomics; fully 
LOINC-Qualified Cytogenetic Model, Release 1 - US Realm" 

Follow-ups 

-Mon, 07 May 2018 - by Lloyd McKenzie-The only terminology we're forcing in this IG is the use of LOINC 
codes to disambiguate types of Observations.  LOINC is freely available in all countries without payment. 
If organizations want to use additional code systems (e.g. SNOMED), they're free to do so.  We already 
have the precedent of universal profiles requiring the use of LOINC codes with the vital signs profiles. 
There's nothing in the intended scope that's U.S. specific.  Opening up the terminology would significantly 
reduce interoperability across countries and reduce the ability to leverage common data analysis, 
decisions support, detailed clinical models and other artifacts, so this should only be done if it's clear that 
implementers *cannot* use the terminology currently mandated rather than merely "would prefer not to 
send translations". 
 
Patrick: motion to recommend as not persuasive to Tuesday group 
Discussion/objections: None - recommendation: Not persuasive 

 
Tracker 16409 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Link definitions to standard ontological terms, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes Duplicate of 16513 - need glossary. 

Details Link definitions to standardized ontological terms (may be done via LOINC links to other ontologies) 

Follow-ups Discussion/objections: None - recommendation: Not persuasive/mark as duplicate 
 
Tracker 16395 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add definition for certain types of data 1.2 Guiding principles, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution Not persuasive (non-substantial) - Referenced text already updated with previous tracker, 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16412
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16409
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16395
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/index.html


Notes AllelicState context mentioned on 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-described-variant.html 

Details 

“It tries to ensure that data is captured in a manner that's consistent regardless of the type of testing that 
was done to ensure data can be consistently queried even if captured differently (e.g. variations identified 
in assay tests are reported in the same manner as those identified through direct sequencing)”-- In some 
cases, data/annotation information comes from statistical databases, not directly from testing. Therefore, 
should add a definition for them and a guide on how to use them correctly. For example, AllelicState info 
comes from an ethnic database. 

Follow-ups Further Discussion/objections: None - recommendation: Not persuasive 

 
Tracker 16388 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Clarify definition for Panel, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with mod (non-substantial) - Add a couple examples of panel use in text to the section 
for a better picture of intended use. 

Details Make a clear definition for Panel, because it seems like Container but it is not functional terminology, 
unlike finding, impacting, interpretation, etc 

Follow-ups 

Clem: panels in v2 are similar to component collections in FHIR 
Andrea: from lab reporting it is determined by order requisition. seems like addressed in key 
reporting elements. and not persuasive... 
Kevin: to refresh, these panels are to group Observations 
Lloyd: without this structure there would be no way to group Observations within a Genomics 
Report. (by drug/ordered vs supplemental/particular variants/etc) 
 
Original proposal: provide link to Background section, where usage of “panel”, “finding”, 
“impact” and “interpretation” are further outlined. 
Having already addressed the text, we should move on to an example or 2 of various panel 
configurations. 
 
Andrea: examples are good 
 
recommendation: persuasive with Mod - Add a couple examples of panel use in text to the 
section for a better picture of intended use. 
Further Discussion/objections: None 

 
Tracker 16415 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add text to 1.3 sequenced variants Observation-genetics, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not persuasive (non-substantial) - This IG design prefers components over extensions and 
should not reference the core profiles for this guidance 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16388
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16415
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html


Details 

Add text for Observation-genetics profile perhaps at the end of the section (new section): 
  
The Observation-genetics profile Observation-genetics profile is used to interpret variants from sequence 
resource. Clinical usage may need more specific representation of variant at locus or structural variant in 
whole genome. Some of the attributes of the profile follow: The observation-genetics Sequence 
extension will refer to the Sequence resource for sequence information related to this variant. The 
observation-genetics Interpretation extension will refer to an Observation instance which contains clinical 
interpretations for the variant described. The code, effective[x], issued, performer, method, specimen 
elements can be used to describe how the genetic observation (variant and sequence data) is obtained. 
Other extensions are used to describe attributes of this variant such as Genomics Source Class, Amino 
Acid Change Type, etc. These are mappings from v2 and lonic code reference with details can be found 
in this list . 

Follow-ups Further discussion/objections: None - recommendation: Not persuasive 
 

 
Tracker 16396 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add text to 1.3 sequenced variants, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with mod (non-substantial) - add text to desc. Var. paragraph: “The underlying clinical 
concept behind each component is mapped to a specific LOINC code.” 

Details 

Add text: This includes three basic types of gene mutation. The most fundamental type is Described 
Variant which is the information carrier of complex variant structure and contains the differences of lab 
and clinical sequencing data. It describes clinical features of each variant (in Allele). Those features are in 
Component and are coded in the LOINC standard to which they are exclusively matched. Most of the 
features concerning gene variants are integrated into Described Variant. Therefore under many 
circumstances, it would provide essential explanation and makes it easy to be compatible with V2 
standard. 

Discussion 

Discussion/objections: Patrick-- first comment isn’t that necessary, can just suggest the second 
one 
(resolution updated above) 
Further discussion/objections: None - recommendation: persuasive with mod 

 
Tracker 16391 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Add introduction and examples for Reporting, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive with mod: Already have a placeholder page to build out querying but currently just has 
the DAM: http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/domain.html, 
could update pending further review (particularly examples for querying within FHIR servers based 
off of DAM use cases, guidance on Region-Studied queries, and potentially emerging integration 
with GACS) but not ready to address fully yet. 

Details Lots of reminders for "searching" in all Reports. May be better to make an introduction and examples for 
searchable functions in all kinds of Report. 

Discussio
n 

Bob D: we may have to delay this until we determine a good way to query described variant. It 
has so many optional components so a search Operation may be required. 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16396
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16391
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/domain.html


Clem: querying is tricky as they try to minimize indexed fields 
Lloyd: operations may not help much here. The challenge is variability in what labs capture. 
Bob D: example--lots of field in DV could use to convert to canonical representation. Rather 
than querying for any of these we could convert it to canonical and search for that, using an 
Operation. Build, refseq + position has been our best bet so far. I want to query a genomic 
server for all the information that addresses a particular gene.  
Lloyd: essentially moving work around, 1: lab/server does this work, 2: user does a bunch of 
querying. Is one more reasonable than the other? May be better providing guidance on the 
different types of queries you would need to make to get to what you want. Labs housing the 
data would have to fully adopt the search operations in order for them to be useful. 
Andrea: will likely take some time to get there from the lab side of things. 
Patrick: we won’t be able to see how every lab will work but can focus on providing sample 
queries for specific use cases. 
Bob D: would be nice to define a set of parameters a genomics server should need to support, 
but it will take some time to get there. 
 
Summary: Not ready to address yet 
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Agenda: 

6. QA Spreadsheet 
7. QA Period tasks 
8. Non-ballot Trackers 

 
Discussion: 

1. (FYI) Sheet with artifact QA info, will submit before deadline Dec 1: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1F-WJs_9Oh-niDexV0IfNG3AeeNmwuzYiTKJ3
1cq3X9U/edit#gid=1272626212 

a. QA during STU3 should increase MolecularSequence (and genetics profiles) to 
FMM2, will add Implemenation guide to this sheet later 

2. (Open Task) Sheet for EVERYONE to log QA items before deadline Dec 2: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15ZLiGkp6efrVFC0uBuG-R2u4j60htTreya4Y90
TgtV0/edit#gid=0 

a. For minor issues/typos/etc before full ballot 
3. Remaining non-ballot Trackers: 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemBrowse&tracker_id=677&
start=0 

a. (update after 11/27 call: trackers in this section were addressed on call 11/27) 
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 HLA + LOINC 
Tracker 16387 N/A David Poloway 

Summary LOINC reference for HLA, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/transplants.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with Mod (pending discussion re: GL String) 

Details Do we need to add LOINC reference for HLA in FHIR STU4? Perhaps consider adding LOINC coding 
system here. 

Follow-ups 

-Tue, 20 Nov 2018 - by Andrea Pitkus-Concur it would be great to add LOINC as a preferred 
terminology/code system for HLA test results in FHIR. 
- No mention of LOINC on recently updated 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/histocompatibility.html, which pushes for GLString. Do we 
want to mention LOINC as a backup?  
Bob M: depends on the HLA they are reporting, especially resolution - issue of picking. There is a set of 
LOINC we can use or we can redefine a set that is more in line with what NMDP uses. If we can get a 
LOINC code for HLA allele names then we can be more prescribed about how to use them in the IG. 
Currently dozens of LOINC codes that could be used for different concepts in HLA reporting. Narrowing 
down these LOINCs would be helpful. 
Clem: historically there were a ton of codes  
Bob D: I imagine there’s a consistent way across genes to list these, rather than wrangling in the old 
code, looking at being consistent moving forward seems like a more useful approach. 
Bob M: There is a standard way this group has determined we’d like to do that but labs will be using older 
codes, etc in their own standards. We want them to have to report along our guidelines but also be able 
to send their internal codes.  
Andrea (from chat): 
looks like the Nominal responses for [Type] which are the result values are missing.  The LOINC 57290-9 
and LOINC 78014-8 low resolution could use them to guide users. 
Are low and high resolution the only methods used for HLA A? 
https://www.labcorp.com/test-menu/28041/hla-abc-intermediate-resolution 
LabCorp has an intermediate resolution which would need it's own LOINC reflecting this method.  Also 
they map to the generic methodless LOINC which is not low or high…  
if these other methods are applicable we will want to request and/or clarify codes for them in LOINC as 
well 
 
Bob M: would be nice to get a unified HLA loinc code and then separate out the method information. 
We’ve been trying to accomplish this with the GL String, which can be used in multiple scopes 
(allele/haplotype/genotype). We want to also encode the method 
 
Clem: does GL String cover method? 
 
Bob M: no, it provides the database and the result, including ambiguity. Generally a lower resolution test 
could be probes or serology but this won’t necessarily be captured in the result. Would prefer a separate 
approach in capturing the methods. 
 
Andrea: pre-coordinated (LOINC) vs post-coordinated is an ongoing question in places like SIMI etc. 
translation from pre-to-post is an extra layer of complexity in the model, re: queries etc. Since V2 is 
required for MU2 aspects, many systems will be supporting LOINC here. US-specific issues here as well. 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16387
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Bob D:  
Next steps: 
Do we want to add guidance for which LOINC codes to use on 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/histocompatibility.html (in addition to our required 
Genotype/Haplotype codes)? 
Seems like it is nontrivial and guidance would be appreciated but need to iron out what that guidance is. 
 

 Discussed further on Tuesday 11/27 call but no proposal was made. 
 
Tracker 16413 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Clarify in IG that other reporting guides for specific areas may exist, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not persuasive with mod - can incorporate/point to other IGs as they are finished and published, 
no need to dedicate space to them before that 

Details 

Make IG guide be clear that there may be other reporting guides for specific areas (e.g. HLA, clinical 
research, etc) in the title somehow (e.g. clinical molecular lab reporting or similar) and text. Have section 
that can be used to point to other domain-specific guides. This will help distinguish from other guides 
(e.g. HLA) that may be complimentary. 

Follow-ups 

-Mon, 07 May 2018 - by Lloyd McKenzie-I believe the current intention is that HLA reporting will be part 
of the scope of this IG.  (There's already a section for it.)  Insofar as a research IG would be focused on 
reporting of genetic results, that would also fall within the scope of this IG.-Wed, 21 Nov 2018 - by Kevin 
Power-As stated by Lloyd in his comment, HLA is included in the IG at this point.  We have discussed the 
Breast Cancer IG in the past, but I think our WGs position is that they should align with our IG when it 
comes to reporting genomics results, and we should make sure to support their use cases. 
 

 Discussed and voted on Tuesday 11/27 call 
 
 
Tracker 16410 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Reconsider term names if inconsistent, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with Mod - should be taken care of with deferred “Glossary” tracker  

Details If term names and/or definitions are different from community consensus (e.g. VMC), reconsider 

Follow-ups Discussed and voted on Tuesday 11/27 call 
 
Tracker 16411 N/A David Poloway 

Summary Explain rationale for differences in term names, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with Mod - should be taken care of with deferred “Glossary” tracker  

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/histocompatibility.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16413
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Details If term names and/or definitions are different from community consensus (e.g. VMC) and kept, explain 
rationale and differences so various users are not confused. (e.g. allele vs variant, etc) 

Follow-ups Discussed and voted on Tuesday 11/27 call 
 
Tracker 16405 N/A David Poloway 

Summary add mappings to R4, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes Not persuasive - out of scope 

Details Mappings developed could go in the R4 differences so people can see that. 

Follow-ups 
 
Mon, 07 May 2018 
byLloyd McKenzieThis specification is based on R4, so not clear how it could map to R4... 

 Discussed and voted on Tuesday 11/27 call 
 
 
 
Chat history 
Andrea 11:43 AM 
looks like the Nominal responses for [Type] which are the result values are missing. The LOINC 
57290-9 and LOINC 78014-8 low resolution could use them to guide users. 
Andrea 11:44 AM 
Are low and high resolution the only methods used for HLA A? 
Andrea 11:47 AM 
https://www.labcorp.com/test-menu/28041/hla-abc-intermediate-resolution 
Andrea 11:48 AM 
LabCorp has an intermediate resolution which would need it's own LOINC reflecting this 
method. Also they map to the generic methodless LOINC which is not low or high... 
Joel Schneider 11:48 AM 
Sanger and NGS are both high resolution, so low and high are not the only possible 
categories 
Andrea 12:02 PM 
do we want to pick up next week? 
Andrea 12:02 PM 
concur that LOINC is desired.... 
Bret Heale 12:02 PM 
+1 to continue. nice work Bob M 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16405
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html
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Agenda: 

9. TODO notes update 
10. Connectathon Track Proposal for San Antonio 
11. Any other issues we want to fit in before 11/18 freeze 

a. 2 trackers not voted on - can address tomorrow if it makes a difference with the 
extension. Will reach out with updated deferral proposition for an extra attempt. 

b. ~30 left to apply and attach reconciliation package 
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1 TODO sections in the IG  
Tracker 19454 N/A James Jones 

Summary update the TODO sections in the IG, 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details We must address the content in our sections marked "TODO" based on our recent/ongoing review and 
how we have decided to proceed. 

Discussion 

Proposal: 
1. Remove the "yet to discuss" note re: regions-studied profile 
2. note for cytogenomics - "This section is a placeholder for framework 

purposes only." 
3. update pgx note - "The content in this section may be significantly revised prior 

to the next ballot after initial use and feedback." 
4. Reference the CGWG in “credits” 

 
Other notes still land pretty accurately with what the group intends to add in the future based 
on recent discussion over calls 
 
Final update for tracker today, and vote tomorrow 

 
2 Connectathon Track Proposal for San Antonio (deadline November 6) For January 
12-13 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201901_Clinical_Genomics 

1. What versions of IG/FHIR should we target? 
a. Lloyd: Generally a frozen recent version that is targeted 
b. If someone brings an older version (2 or 3) can they still get use out of the track? 

i. Looking at redoing some older use cases as well so should be fine to 
cater to that  

ii. Create specific track scenarios for previous releases with notes on 
implementation through different versions? 

2. What scenarios would people like to see challenged? 
a. Attempt to go through previous scenarios from the DAM using the new IG 
b. PGx should be added in some sense - Andrea (could also be tested with O&O 

and service catalog, making sure EHR can send compliant order and receive 
info) 

3. Who is planning to attend? 
a. Patrick, Kevin, Lloyd, Bret, Bob M, Joel, Bob D, Alex M  
b. Who else? 

4. Do we have a common place to hold example data/repository? 
a. Resource Instances based on the IG 

i. Have done it both ways in the past, servers with sample data (would have 
to format it for the IG), some groups have made their own data (Synthea, 
eg) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x4vKpMNR-x9bJHekP5ZTpNAwQXijUlGQAtPlKVZQHTc/edit#gid=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19454
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201901_Clinical_Genomics


ii. Could reach out to some Laboratories ahead of time to prepare data 
b. Query parameters for documents 

1. IG recommends what parameters shall/should be supported 
2. needed/useful Queries can be a potential place for feedback 

during the connectathon 
c. Previous PSS about a FHIR sample data repository, can search to see if that 

may be useful for us 
5. Validation of sample files when IG is a WIP? 

a. Paths: Crucible/scripts, aegis/touchstone, server validation, FHIR validator 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Any other issues we want to fit in before 11/18 freeze (have today, tomorrow, and the 
following Tuesday) 

c. Standard date for reconciliation spreadsheet was originally listed as Oct 31, have 
asked for extension 

i. Possible to appeal to TSC, form to appeal-would be considered on their 
call next Monday 

ii. FMG determined to put deadline too soon, 11/18 is new deadline for 
reconciliation 

d. 2 trackers not voted on - can address tomorrow if it makes a difference with the 
extension. Will reach out with updated deferral proposition for an extra attempt. 

e. ~30 left to apply Any other issues we want to fit in before 11/18 freeze 
i. Standard date for reconciliation spreadsheet was Oct 31, have asked for 

extension 
ii. 2 trackers not voted on - can address tomorrow if it makes a difference 

with the extension. Will reach out with updated deferral proposition for an 
extra attempt. 

iii. ~30 left to apply 
f. LOINC code/list updates 

i. 8+ trackers with LOINC requests that will take time before the 11/18 
freeze so will have to update them in the IG as they get ready (likely in 
June) 

1. Keep track of which trackers and can add to group drive/listserv in 
case we need help in applying them when ready or if any get 
denied 

ii. Resolve tracker with note that request has been made? “LOINC=TBD” >> 
“LOINC=REQUESTED” 

iii. Can Reopen the trackers once the codes get available if need to update 
them further 



iv. Kevin-Could log a single tracker when (all) codes come in to go back and 
update them all 

v. Do we have a process for if a LOINC request gets denied? Will have to 
folow up. 

Chat History 
Lloyd 11:12 AMhttp://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=FHIR_Ballot_Prep 
Bob Milius Host11:21 AM 
need to leave now - just to update, I will be updating the HLA section with examples for 
diagnosticreport and haplotype observation 
Kevin PowerHost11:37 AM 
RE: Connectathon - What was decided about Sync4Genes2? Own track or same track? 
Anonymous 11:39 AM 
There was an email thread on that and one track for all. 
Kevin PowerHost11:42 AM 
Ahh, see it now. "Streams" might be different, but same track. Thanks. 
Kevin PowerHost11:44 AM 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Using_the_FHIR_Validator 
Andrea Pitkus 11:48 AM 
concur with Kevin as they usually evolve before connectathon a bit 
Andrea Pitkus 11:54 AM 
sounds reasonable. what is the process to update the tracker with the LOINC code 
when available? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:55 AM 
sounds good. 
Andrea Pitkus 11:57 AM 
also a response if by chance Regenstrief decides not to create a LOINC for a request 
(always a possibility, but probably not likely) 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
3. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
4. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
5. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
6. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu   
7. Dorina Bratfalean -CDISC- dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org  
8. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
9. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
10.  Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
11. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
12. Andrea Pitkus -apitkus@gmail.com 
13. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
14. Bob Wildin - Univ Vermont Heatlh Network - robert.wildin@uvmhealth.org (arrived 25 

min late) 
15. Gideon Giacomelli - Berlin Institute of Health - gideon.giacomelli@charite.de 
16. Cristiano Oliveira - IPH - cristiano_manuel@hotmail.com  

 
 
 
Agenda: 

1. Discuss recent trackers and proposals against core spec-  
a. are we ready to adopt these changes? 
b. Are we confident enough in them to put into R4 this close to the deadline? 

2. TODO notes update 
3. Tracker change implementing (#genomics/committers) 

a. Time lines - divide work between core spec and IG 
b. Ancestry (13623) where to add? 
c. Genetic references (13626) all set via relatedArtifact/supportingInfo? 
d. Phaseset (13622) all set via seq phase rel? 
e. Hierarchical structure (13624) all set via variant/haplo/genotype? 

4. Connectathon Track Proposal for San Antonio (deadline 1 week!) - done 
5. Open floor to other tracker proposals - non ballot 

a. (13834) Sequence read depth Tracker  
b. (13918) Sequence reads profile Tracker - need proposal 
c. (19103) HGNC symbol vs id Tracker 
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d. (19373) Sequence attachment for sending VCF Tracker 
6. May have to end screen sharing 5-10 minutes early - Jamie has conflict right at 12 

 
Additional Topics: 

7. Bret: if possible, we have several places where we have talked about LOINC codes. 
Getting a request out to LOINC soon is possible, but any new codes will take a few 
months to be in a version of LOINC. How do we want to handle this on the Ballot? 

a. Andrea - Next LOINC release is coming out soon (Dec). Not sure if a cutoff for 
the release is coming or past. June 2019 is subsequent release. 

8. Bob D: discuss balloting vs direct publication options for the IG 
 
 
 
Tracker 19453 N/A Bob Milius 

Summary change name of Sequence resource to MolecularSequence or BioSequence, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 
I've met programmers confused by the Sequence resource, thinking it was for a sequence of events. 
Yes, they can go to the spec and figure out what it really is, but I suggest clarifying it's name to 
MolecularSequence or BiologicalSequence or BioSequence to avoid initial confusion. 

Follow-ups  

Discussion 

not persuasive (at the moment) - no consensus on terms yet in chat, must have very good 
idea to change from something that already aligns with SO/VMC/etc 
 
Consider for future use? Comment not attached to a ballot so have time 
 
Bob M: prefer BioSequence (but would be open to other) and prefer changing it for R4. 
Precedence of resource name changes with every version as long as it’s for good reason. 
I would make that motion to change the name to something more specific to differentiate 
(Lloyd would second, provided the original 2 terms are the only ones in the motion) 
 
Bob W: I think MolecularSequence is more accurate 
 
Bob M: since we are in a clinical healthcare setting, we should expect to have to provide 
more context for molecular biology terms. 
 
Deepak: vote for MolecularSequence 
 
Liz: Clem prefers some version of genomic sequence 
Bob D: AnnotatedMolecularSequence is an option 
Andrea: like GeneticSequence 
 
Options so far: 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19373
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BioSequence  
MolecularSequence  
GeneticSequence - but what about AA 
GenomicSequence - but what about AA 
Does anyone have a problem with eliminating the last 2 specific options as they seem to 
exclude AA? 
 
Main options: 
BioSequence  - shorter,  
MolecularSequence - potentially more accurate 
 
Does anyone hate either option? Strong arguments against? 
BioSequence has some conflicting search results, seems too general & can apply to plants, 
animals, and non human subjects… 
 
Kevin: +1 for MolecularSequence 
 
Bob M /Lloyd : recommend to Tuesday call for name change to MolecularSequence: 
Discussion: 
Abstain/Nay/Yay: 
0/0/14 
Passes 
 
 
 

  

 
Tracker 19440 N/A Kevin Power 

Summary Update CG FHIR Core artifacts - observation-genetics and Genomics Guidance, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

http://build.fhir.org/observation-genetic.htmland http://build.fhir.org/genomics.html 
Currently has this note: 
This profile is slated for deprecation. It is included in this ballot for comparison purposes but is not 
expected to be included in the FHIR R4 published specification. This material is being refactored into 
an Implementation Guide (IG) for clinical genomics reporting, which can be found here . 
 
We either need to deprecate it or update the R4 reference to R5. 

Follow-ups 

-Thu, 18 Oct 2018 - by Bob Milius-While I would like to deprecate it, since the IG isn't published, I think 
we probably should say R5.-Unless we can be confident that the IG will be very published soon after 
the R4 is published, and given the sense of urgency that Grant conveyed, that seems pretty likely 
(yeah, wishy-washy answer) 

Disposition Persuasive with mod - recently proposed wording on Listserv: 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19440


The material on this page is currently undergoing work to be refactored in a future release as 
further analysis is done as part of the [Genomics Reporting Implementation Guide]. 
 
Could also mention Breast Cancer IG? Should we make this clear or keep it set to our own 
group’s scope? 
 
Kevin: move to recommend the proposed wording for vote tomorrow. I would believe the 
Breast cancer IG would point to us. Since they haven’t done work on these resources/profiles 
with us. 
 
 
“The material on this page is currently undergoing work to be refactored in a future release 
as further analysis is done, for example as part of the [Genomics Reporting Implementation 
Guide].” 
 
Lloyd: there will be national guides/etc but they will be proper subsets of our international 
guide, against calling our IG an example as it should be THE WAY to implement genomics in 
FHIR. 
 
Bret: It is incumbant upon the Breast Cancer folks to get in touch with us 
 
Bob M the strength of this is the concreteness of placing emphasis on our work  
Gil: Acknowledge the fact that there are other ones out there today 
 
Gil will send thinking of including references to others via email routing in prep for tomorrow 
(Tuesday) call. 
 
Vote on Tuesday (Oct 30) 
 

 
Tracker 19000 N/A Bob Milius 

Summary relax cardinality for reference.windowStart and windowEnd, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

currently, if referenceSeq is used, then referenceSeq.windowStart and windowEnd are required. 
These should be supplied, but not always available. 
Some of our current lab reports supply a reference sequence, but not a window into that sequence, so 
we don't have the start or end. 
so, proposed changed is to cardinality from 1..1 to 0..1 for each of these. 

Follow-ups  

Disposition Vote on Tuesday (Oct 30) 

 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19000
http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html


(2) TODO sections in the IG  
Tracker 19454 N/A James Jones 

Summary update the TODO sections in the IG, 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details We must address the content in our sections marked "TODO" based on our recent/ongoing review and 
how we have decided to proceed. 

Discussion 

Proposal: 
5. update "what was looked for" note to mention regions-studied profile 
6. note for cytogenomics - "This section is a placeholder for framework 

purposes only" 
7. update pgx note - "The content in this section may be significantly revised prior 

to the next ballot after initial use and feedback" 
 
Other notes still land pretty accurately with what the group intends to add in the future based 
on recent discussion over calls 

 
(3) voted tracker change implementation 
Tracker 13623   

Summary Add capability to capture genetic ancestry, partial ancestries, and sources., 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Add capability to capture genetic ancestry, partial ancestries, and sources. 

Follow-ups 

-Sun, 28 Oct 2018 - by Patrick Werner-this tracker was voted on without giving a resolution. It is 
unclear what changes sould be applied.-Sun, 28 Oct 2018 - by Patrick Werner-related 
document:https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-0YtCs_i_-eMnB6OUJrY05HMGs/view-there is already: 
http://build.fhir.org/extension-observation-geneticsancestry.html-Zulip 
discussion:https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/subject/GF13623.20has.20no.20resolution 

Discussion  

    

Tracker 13626   

Summary Capture genetic references for profile of diagnostic report., 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Capture genetic references for profile of diagnostic report. 

Follow-ups 

-Sun, 28 Oct 2018 - by Patrick Werner-resolution is missing, there is: 
http://build.fhir.org/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.htmlalready.-Sun, 28 Oct 2018 - by Patrick 
Werner-please ignore my last follow up, it was entered by mistake.-This balloted item has not 
resolution. There already is: http://build.fhir.org/extension-diagnosticreport-geneticsreferences.html 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x4vKpMNR-x9bJHekP5ZTpNAwQXijUlGQAtPlKVZQHTc/edit#gid=0
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Disposition  

    

Tracker 13622   

Summary Capture phaseset which sequence links and phase set id., 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Capture phaseset which sequence links and phase set id. 

Follow-ups -Sun, 28 Oct 2018 - by Patrick Werner-resolution is missing, there is: 
http://build.fhir.org/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.html already.-  

Disposition  

    

Tracker 13624   

Summary Hierarchical structure for genetics profile names, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Hierarchical structure for genetics profile names 

Disposition  

 
(4) Connectathon Track Proposal for San Antonio (deadline November 6) January 12-13 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201901_Clinical_Genomics 

6. What versions of IG/FHIR should we target? 
a. Lloyd: Generally a frozen recent version that is targeted 
b. If someone brings an older version (2 or 3) can they still get use out of the track? 

i. Looking at redoing some older use cases as well so should be fine to 
cater to that  

ii. Create specific track scenarios for previous releases with notes on 
implementation through different versions? 

7. What scenarios would people like to see challenged? 
a. Attempt to go through previous scenarios from the DAM using the new IG 
b. PGx should be added in some sense - Andrea (could also be tested with O&O 

and service catalog, making sure EHR can send compliant order and receive 
info) 

8. Who is planning to attend? 
a. Adding Patrick as co-lead? 
b. Kevin 
c. Lloyd 
d. Bret 
e. Bob M 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=13622
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=13624
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201901_Clinical_Genomics


f. Joel 
g. Bob D (tentatively, with PGx track) More info to come by end of week 

9. Will email the wiki proposal link around with comments 
 
(5)  
 
Chat History 
Kevin Host 11:12 AM I plan to be there 
Lloyd 11:12 AM I'll be there, but won't be focused on CG 
Bob Dolin 11:12 AM we are considering testing PGx with the new IG 
Bret Heale 11:12 AM 70% certain will be there, put me down as maybe atm 
Andrea Pitkus 11:13 AM pGx is a great/needed topic 
Bob Milius Host 11:13 AM I plan on there, but not sure which track I'll be working with 
Joel Schneider 11:13 AM I'm likely to be there, but may be focused on terminology & 
nomenclature-level data 
Andrea Pitkus 11:14 AM PGx could be tested with O&O and Service catalog.... 
Bret Heale 11:23 AM if possible, we have several places where we have talked about 
LOINC codes. Getting a request out to LOINC soon is possible, but any new codes will 
take a few months to be in a version of LOINC. How do we want to handle this on the 
Ballot? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:23 AM Great point Bret! 
Bret Heale 11:24 AM agreed with 1 first 
Andrea Pitkus 11:25 A Next LOINC release is coming out soon (Dec). Not sure if a 
cutoff for the release is coming or past. June 2019 is subsequent release. 
Kevin Host 11:29 AM RE: Connectathon - Bob F has mentioned a possible 
Sync4Genes2 track as well - but he should own/drive it 
Bret Heale 11:30 AM Sync4Genes2 merge with PGx tracks? or seperate? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:33 AM like genetic sequence 
Joel Schneider 11:36 AM amino acid sequence ? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:39 AM am fine with Molecular Sequence too. 
Andrea Pitkus 11:42 AM BioSequence seems too general & can apply to plants, 
animals, and non human subjects 
Kevin Host 11:43 AM +1 to MolecularSequence 
Bret Heale 11:43 AM  +1 
Bob Milius 11:50 AM @andrea, actually molecularsequence should be applicable to 
non-humans - veterinary medicine, bacterial/virus sequences, environmental 
 
 



FHIR Subgroup Meeting October 22, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
17. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
18. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
19.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
20.  Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
21. Gideon Giacomelli - Berlin Institue of health - gideon.giaocomelli@charite.de 
22.  Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - Dora.Finkeisen@molit.eu 
23.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
24.  Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
25.   Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
26.  Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
27. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
28.  Joseph Kane - Epic - jkane@epic.com 
29.  Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
30.  Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
31. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  

 
Agenda: 

9. NIB submission, timelines, old profiles 
10. TODO sections in the IG - update text in notes and draft sections to reflect current 

intended scope 
11. A couple trackers re: Interpretation and Genetic Finding - proposed resolutions, will 

contact Amnon for in-person review and future block vote. 
12. Code system updates (time permitting) 
13. Sequence Resource trackers (time permitting) 

 
Discussion: 
 
(1): NIB submission, timelines, old profiles 

http://build.fhir.org/genomics.html 
a. How to use this space in R4 if our IG isn’t ready for publication yet? 
b. Things we want to keep 
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i. Updated CG DAM 
ii. Link to new IG? 
iii. Link to breast cancer IG, others 
iv. Basic motivation for CG with FHIR (app examples, etc) 
v. What else? 

1. Ought to remove transitional information from DSTU2 to STU3 
2. Perhaps some high-level content from IG can go in (from 

background/scope) 
Kevin: 
R4 - affects Sequence resources, and other genomics profiles 
Oct 12: All normative comments reconciled in gForge with votes and no “tracker issues” (does 
not' affect us) 
Oct 31: All R4 STU comments reconciled in gForge with votes and no “ tracker issues” 
Nov 1: Substantive change freeze for R4 
Nov 11: Final content freeze, start of QA 
Nov 25: QA finishes, start apply QA 
Dec 2: Specification locked – no commits without permission 
 
 
(2) TODO sections in the IG  
Tracker 19454 N/A James Jones 

Summary update the TODO sections in the IG, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details We must address the content in our sections marked "TODO" based on our recent/ongoing review and 
how we have decided to proceed. 

Discussion 

Sheet with current TODOs and notes:  
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x4vKpMNR-x9bJHekP5ZTpNAwQXijUlGQAtPlKVZ
QHTc/edit#gid=0 
 

 
(3)other trackers 
Tracker 16923 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary genetic finding - 2018-May Genomics #73, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not Persuasive with mod: have repositioned introducing the term Finding and O&O have since 
renamed one of the attributes on DiagnosticReport. (block vote with 16935) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x4vKpMNR-x9bJHekP5ZTpNAwQXijUlGQAtPlKVZQHTc/edit#gid=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19454
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x4vKpMNR-x9bJHekP5ZTpNAwQXijUlGQAtPlKVZQHTc/edit#gid=0
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Details 

Submitted by: Amnon Shabo  (Philips) 
 
The term �finding� is ambiguous in general and even more so within the context of genetics. This 
comment is described in detail within separate ballot comments, enclosed below in short for 
convenience. The term finding in the DiagnosticReport genetics profile appears in the UML diagrams 
from the beginning of the IG but is not defined until section �1.2.3 Genetic Findings� where it�s 
described as �the fine and coarse-grained descriptions of a specimen's genetic characteristics�. 
However, this description means that genetics findings are in fact the genetics observations referred 
from this profile. So why introduce a new term if it�s identical to observation?  
 
On the other hand, in some texts like �For example, an interpretation asserting that �deletions or 
duplications were found� might be supported by observations of variants that contain deletions and/or 
duplications�, it�s unclear what�s the real difference between interpretation and observation, let alone 
finding. Therefore, aligned with the general comment summarized below, it is proposed that genetics 
findings are what is assigned to the DiagnosticReport conclusion and codedDiagnosis attributes (whose 
names are proposed in the general ballot comment to be replaced with finding and codedFinding 
respectively). 
  
It is proposed to have DiagnosticReport as the main placeholder for findings and rename its conclusion 
attributes. For more detail, see the full ballot comment. 
 

Discussion 

Jamie: Not persuasive, we have defined the term "Finding" for our IG in the Background page, 
and codedDiagnosis has since been renamed conclusionCode. 
 
Concern with “findings” referring to findings in the clinical sense.  
 
One option is to ask Amnon if he wants to redirect the question to rename DR attributes to 
O&O since they are on the base resource. Would need to be a different tracker since this is a 
multiple-pointed question with points specific to our IG. 
 
Clem: I would say not persuasive for our scope. 
Gil: either Persuasive with mod or Not persuasive with mod, since we did make some changes 
to where the definitions are given and how the terms are used. 
 
Kevin: would call it not persuasive with mod, and can reach out to Amnon with the mod and he 
may lodge a comment with O&O to change the resource attributes if he likes. 
 
Gil: he had marked it as in person so we should make sure to invite him to the call where we 
vote on it with some notice in advance. 
 
Kevin: have tried to engage him a couple times on this tracker but we will need to make a 
move on it. 
 
Jamie: will email him after call. 
 

 
Tracker 16935 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16935


Summary types of overall interpretation - 2018-May Genomics #77, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not Persuasive with mod: naive proposal to combine the "Overall Interp" profiles isn’t quite right, 
will make a note to balloters and mark as deferred. (block vote with 16923) 

Details 

Submitted by: Amnon Shabo  (Philips) 
Existing Wording: 1.2.4�Genetic Interpretations /  "Genetic Analysis Overall Coded Interpretation" and 
"Deletion Duplication Overall Interpretation" 
 
--- 
Comment: 
I think that the distinction between the two types of �overall interpretation� is rather fuzzy, at least from 
information modeling perspective (see the previous comment for more feedback on the concept of 
�overall interpretation�). 
--- 
Summary: 
types of overall interpretation 

Discussion 

by Patrick Werner-Proposed resolution:-Merging "Genetic Analysis Overall Coded Interpretation" and 
"Deletion Duplication Overall Interpretation" into one Genetic Analysis Overall Interpretation using a 
ValueSet (TBD) incorporating all values from both of the above mentioned profiles:-LL4166-6 &amp; 
LL541-4 
 
Lloyd: Was separated in V2 previously as well 
Gil: could sync back with those profiles as well if we define a new LOINC for this 
Andrea: we are not required to use LOINC here, other options. 
Lloyd: slicing observation.code on LOINC is standard, particularly for test results. Need to have a good 
reason for doing otherwise, though interpretations may not need it. If the LOINC code has defined 
answers and we use the LOINC code to represent the observation, we must use the associated answer 
list. LOINC assigned values are independent of FHIR. 
Gil: need to request a new code from LOINC (and a specific answer list) or hear a different proposal 
Current  
Del/Dup code: “Example”: 
https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html?sections=Comprehensive 
Overall Genetic Analysis code: “Preferred” 
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive 
Next steps: New code with combined valueset? 
 
Clem: can we make them preferred instead of required? 
Andrea: The concern about any mandatory answer lists for lab results is it will likely violate CLIA 
requirements so folks in the US can't implement 
Bret: if we are sending coded data, there is no regulation on what code needs to be mapped to, for 
instance “positive” vs “found” are okay. We will have some slight mismatches.  
 
Original proposal: 
A single valueset with a single name: 
1  No deletion or duplication detected in studied region  LA26803-9   
2  Deletion and/or duplication detected in studied regions  LA26804-7   
4  Positive 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 10828004 Positive (qualifier value)                LA6576-8   

http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html?sections=Comprehensive
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive


5  Negative 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 260385009 Negative (qualifier value)  LA6577-6   
6  Inconclusive 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 419984006 Inconclusive (qualifier value)  LA9663-1   
7  Failure  
 
Kevin: issue may be with cardinality, can we send multiple codes? They are both overall interpretations, 
and our profile currently is listed as 0..1. Will need to make sure people are aware that this profile/list can 
be used for both, so can make it 0..* 
 
Clem: often overall would be the mutation analysis and then the other one would be cgh or something 
else as a subset. 
 
Gil: can potentially leave a note to balloters here to grab attention for more feedback. 
 
Bret: these 2 things are not equivalent so it gets messy combining. 
 
Gil: can either go not persuasive with mod to add the note or can defer. Is also flagged as in-person so 
let’s try to get Amnon on a call with heads up how we are planning to proceed here. 

 
 

 
 
 
(4) Code System URIs 
Tracker 16876 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Use of publicly available external coding systems and autocomplete lookup tables - 2018-May Genomics 
#58, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/v2.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

A proposed new section on the V2 page: 
All of the publicly available external coding systems mentioned in this IG (and the V2 LRI chapter 
14.1) are available for exploration with autocomplete lookups from the Lister Hill Clinical Table 
search browser that is updated monthly: https://clinicaltables.nlm.nih.gov/ 
 
(accepted at WGM) 

Discussion 
Zulip Chat 
 
Spreadsheet WIP from Patrick and Julian 

 
(5) Sequence Resource trackers 
Tracker 19453 N/A Bob Milius 

Summary change name of Sequence resource to MolecularSequence or BioSequence, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16876
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/v2.html
https://clinicaltables.nlm.nih.gov/
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Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 
I've met programmers confused by the Sequence resource, thinking it was for a sequence of events. Yes, 
they can go to the spec and figure out what it really is, but I suggest clarifying it's name to 
MolecularSequence or BiologicalSequence or BioSequence to avoid initial confusion. 

Follow-ups  

Discussio
n 

Jamie: Perhaps the name "SequencingData" better describes the role it plays in communicating 
granular quality/reads/etc 

 
Tracker 19373 

Summary Consider support for sending VCF data in Sequence, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

Resolution  

Details 

Recent discussions have pushed us to have basic support for sending VCF files. Currently possible via 
Sequence.repository.url (eg, pointing to a separate FHIR Binary resource), but a bit awkward 
semantically (sequence calling may not have taken place yet, must specify 
Sequence.coordinateSystem). Other options through Observation and DiagnosticReport are similarly 
awkward with the methods provided. 
 
I recommend we change the semantics to better show this is a current capability and/or add a separate 
element to directly support this. 

Discussion Zulip chat topic: https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/topic/attaching.20genomic.20files 
 

 
Tracker 19000 N/A Bob Milius 

Summary relax cardinality for reference.windowStart and windowEnd, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

Resolution  

Details 

currently, if referenceSeq is used, then referenceSeq.windowStart and windowEnd are required. 
These should be supplied, but not always available. 
Some of our current lab reports supply a reference sequence, but not a window into that sequence, so we 
don't have the start or end. 
so, proposed changed is to cardinality from 1..1 to 0..1 for each of these. 

Discussion Jamie: Persuasive to allow sending available/legacy information unless we can provide 
guidance on how to fill out fields without actual data 

 
Tracker 14044 N/A Bob Dolin 

Summary Clarify Sequence.structureVariant fields, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/genomics.html 

Resolution  

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19373
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Details 

Suggest we review dbVar definitions [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar/content/overview/]and tweak 
the definitions of Sequence.structureVariant fields accordingly. For instance: 
 -sequence.structureVariant.precision(string): not sure what this is. 
 -sequence.structureVariant.length: per dbVar, this is not the precise length of the variant but rather "the 
length of the affected variant... that is known to reside within ... interval, but its breakpoints are not 
known". 
 -sequence.structureVariant.inner/outer: clarify that if precise breakpoint is known set inner=outer. If only 
inner is provided, then assume outer is not known. If only outer is provided, then assume inner is not 
known.  
Submitted by: Bob Dolin (bdolin@elimu.io) 
  

Follow-ups -Thu, 26 Oct 2017 - by Kevin Power-* General consensus is to align our definitions with dbVar. 
See 16251 for precision and inner/outer adjustment. Further recent discussion has been made on zulip 

 
 
Chat History: 
Andrea Pitkus 11:20 AM 
Concur shouldn't change DR. Pathology diagnoses interpretations are needed as well 
as other lab results 
Andrea Pitkus 11:35 AM 
The concern about any mandatory answer lists for lab results is it will likely violate CLIA 
requirements so folks in the US can't implement 
Andrea Pitkus 11:40 AM 
The question is how different or the same should code systems be to the original 
reported information? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:41 AM 
The other part is the use cases for implementations. Will quality and safety issues occur 
if a query is made including data that is encoded to data which isn't the same as the 
code... 
Andrea Pitkus 11:42 AM 
Do like Clem's suggestion on making binding preferred. It would help nudge folks to 
standardizing where possible.... 
Bret Heale 11:43 AM 
that is a current risk with SNOMED, ICD 10 etc...It has been acceptable but the choice 
needs to be made with 'eyes open.' 
Andrea Pitkus 11:44 AM 
Concur it impacts all codes systems and semantic interoperability. 
Bret Heale 11:44 AM 
I like Clem's suggestion to provide a space for a free text of the labs CLIA/FDA product 
insert string, as well as a simplified list of coded answers 
Bret Heale 11:45 AM 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16251
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/topic/Sequence.2EstructureVariant


Andrea? your thoughts? 
Andrea Pitkus 11:45 AM 
implementers can also choose the variety of LAs that correspond to what they use if it 
isn't bound to the LOINC code, similar to the Meaningful Use requirements where SCT 
is the terminology for answers. 
Andrea Pitkus 11:51 AM 
Concur with Clem. labs will have subsections and interpretations and then overall 
Andrea Pitkus 11:52 AM 
Has anyone taken reports from different labs on same test result, to compare how 
they report? 
Kevin Host 11:58 AM 
R4 - affects Sequence resources, and other genomics profiles 
Oct 12: All normative comments reconciled in gForge with votes and no “tracker 
issues” (does not' affect us) 
Oct 31: All R4 STU comments reconciled in gForge with votes and no “ tracker 
issues” 
Nov 1: Substantive change freeze for R4 
Nov 11: Final content freeze, start of QA 
Nov 25: QA finishes, start apply QA 
Dec 2: Specification locked – no commits without permission 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting October 15, 2018 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
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32. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
33. Andrea Pitkus -apitkus@gmail.com 
34. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
35. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
36. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
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37. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
38. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
39. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
40. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
41. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
42. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
43. Xiangyin Chen - BCH - xchen04@Gmail.com 
44. Dorina Bratfalean - CDISC- dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
45. Scott Robertson - Kaiser Permanente - scott.m.robertson@kp.org 
46. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
47. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
48. Jamie Parker- Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com 
49. Larry Babb - Broad Institute - lbabb@broadinstitute.org 

 
 
Agenda: 

14. WGM recap 
15. “TODO” sections in IG - must be “feature-complete” 
16. Recent trackers from WGM 
17. http://build.fhir.org/genomics.html (didn’t cover) 

a. How to keep this space as reference/pointer to IGs 
18. Introduce CodeSystem URIs discussion (time permitting) (didn’t cover) 

 
Discussion: 
 
(1): Link to minutes: WGM Minutes (confluence) 

a. Deadlines 
i. NIB - Sun, Oct 28 - for re-balloting IG 

1. IG must be “feature complete” and building in HL7’s continuous 
integration environment.  If not, the NIB will be refused 

ii. Oct 31: All R4 STU comments reconciled in gForge with votes and no “ 
tracker issues” 

(2): TODO sections list <-is link 
“Feature-complete” - no “new” features i.e. search functions, other base technical capabilities 
etc. 

Main focus is not adding in breaking/complex functionalities after the 28th. 
 
However, remaining TODOs should not stop implementers  
Next steps: 

Log a tracker to enact a TODO review 
Please take a look at the notes and we can see if any other major changes to them need 

to be made before the 28th 
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(3): 
Tracker 19214 

Summary Updates to CG IG -&gt; Background document, 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/background.html 

Resolution Kevin: Persuasive - See comment on "Tue, 02 Oct 2018 17:55:29 +0000" 

Details 

Changes based on the following Google Doc draft: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vWY7fHbSl0ZxkTJAXZ8gz8nHUgYrHlKBCYy2bTaxiXs/edit#headi
ng=h.8dkv8dsudm60 
 

Discussion 

(changes pre-applied) 
 
Take a look at the current/final proposed version on the listserv today, will vote on 23rd 
 

 
Tracker 16935 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary types of overall interpretation - 2018-May Genomics #77, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with mod: proposal to combine the "Overall Interp" profiles. 

Details 

Submitted by: Amnon Shabo  (Philips) 
Existing Wording: 1.2.4�Genetic Interpretations /  "Genetic Analysis Overall Coded Interpretation" and 
"Deletion Duplication Overall Interpretation" 
--- 
Comment: 
I think that the distinction between the two types of �overall interpretation� is rather fuzzy, at least from 
information modeling perspective (see the previous comment for more feedback on the concept of 
�overall interpretation�). 
--- 
Summary: 
types of overall interpretation 

Follow-ups 

by Patrick Werner-Proposed resolution:-Merging "Genetic Analysis Overall Coded Interpretation" and 
"Deletion Duplication Overall Interpretation" into one Genetic Analysis Overall Interpretation using a 
ValueSet (TBD) incorporating all values from both of the above mentioned profiles:-LL4166-6 &amp; 
LL541-4 
 
Lloyd: Was separated in V2 previously as well 
Gil: could sync back with those profiles as well if we define a new LOINC for this 
Andrea: we are not required to use LOINC here, other options. 
Lloyd: slicing observation.code on LOINC is standard, particularly for test results. Need to have a good 
reason for doing otherwise, though interpretations may not need it. If the LOINC code has defined 
answers and we use the LOINC code to represent the observation, we must use the associated answer 
list. LOINC assigned values are independent of FHIR. 
Gil: need to request a new code from LOINC (and a specific answer list) or hear a different proposal 
Current  

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19214
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/background.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16935
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


Del/Dup code: “Example”: 
https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html?sections=Comprehensive 
Overall Genetic Analysis code: “Preferred” 
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive 
Next steps: New code with combined valueset? 
 
Clem: can we make them preferred instead of required? 
Andrea: The concern about any mandatory answer lists for lab results is it will likely violate CLIA 
requirements so folks in the US can't implement 
Bret: if we are sending coded data, there is no regulation on what code needs to be mapped to, for 
instance “positive” vs “found” are okay. We will have some slight mismatches.  
 
Original proposal: 
A single valueset with a single name: 
1  No deletion or duplication detected in studied region  LA26803-9   
2  Deletion and/or duplication detected in studied regions  LA26804-7   
4  Positive 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 10828004 Positive (qualifier value)                LA6576-8   
5  Negative 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 260385009 Negative (qualifier value)  LA6577-6   
6  Inconclusive 
http://snomed.info/sct ©: 419984006 Inconclusive (qualifier value)  LA9663-1   
7  Failure  
 
Kevin: issue may be with cardinality, can we send multiple codes? They are both overall interpretations, 
and our profile currently is listed as 0..1. Will need to make sure people are aware that this profile/list can 
be used for both, so can make it 0..* 
 
Clem: often overall would be the mutation analysis and then the other one would be cgh or something 
else as a subset. 
 
Gil: can potentially leave a note to balloters here to grab attention for more feedback. 
 
Bret: these 2 things are not equivalent so it gets messy combining. 
 
Gil: can either go not persuasive with mod to add the note or can defer. Is also flagged as in-person so 
let’s try to get Amnon on a call with heads up how we are planning to proceed here. 

 
 

 
 
(5) Code System URIs 
Tracker 16876 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Use of publicly available external coding systems and autocomplete lookup tables - 2018-May Genomics 
#58, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/v2.html 

https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html?sections=Comprehensive
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16876
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/v2.html


Resolution 
Notes 

A proposed new section on the V2 page: 
All of the publicly available external coding systems mentioned in this IG (and the V2 LRI chapter 
14.1) are available for exploration with autocomplete lookups from the Lister Hill Clinical Table 
search browser that is updated monthly: https://clinicaltables.nlm.nih.gov/ 
 
(accepted at WGM) 

Discussion 
Zulip Chat 
 
Spreadsheet WIP from Patrick and Julian 

 
Chat History 
Kevin Host 11:59 AM 
https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html 
Kevin Host 12:01 PM Other one is preferred: 
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive 
 
 

https://clinicaltables.nlm.nih.gov/
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/43-genomics/topic/CodeSystem.20URIs.20for.20genomics
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14sIVVED2rI0Ab2ZQ3oV6v8njzX-sRezkIWcgkkepUUg/edit#gid=0
https://s.details.loinc.org/LOINC/83006-7.html
https://r.details.loinc.org/LOINC/51968-6.html?sections=Comprehensive

